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In a year marked by change and adversity, Harmony remained
steadfast in our commitment to helping children, adults, and
families live their best lives. Throughout the pandemic, Harmony
never missed a beat, instead reflecting on how we define excellence
in our work and creatively paving a way forward. Staff pivoted to
stay connected by transitioning to telehealth appointments and
remote work, while our Advancement team and board members
developed alternative methods of fundraising in light of social
distancing protocols. In June 2021, Harmony was awarded a
substantial 5-year contract from the Department of Children’s
Services, allowing us to provide home study services to prospective
foster and kinship families throughout the state. Across all our
programs and services, our quest for excellence in both word and
action is the life-giving thread woven into what we do; it is the
Harmony way.
The following pages tell a story of Harmony’s character: the barriers
overcome, the connections forged amidst chaos and the tenacity of
the people who make Harmony such a dynamic, impactful
organization. This report is a culmination of every ounce of
dedication poured into those we served over the last year. Harmony's
work would not be possible without the integral support of the
Tennessee Department of Children’s Services, our Board of Directors,
and the many generous donors, stakeholders, and community
members with whom our mission has resonated. Together, we are
helping children, adults, and families live their best lives.

- NICOLE CONING, CEO
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Includes all 88 fulltime and part-time
team members.

Includes Adoption
Services, Therapeutic
Services, Therapeutic
Riding, Permanency, MidCumberland Permanency,
HART, FOCUS, ASAP, and
Home Studies

Includes Adoption
Guardianship Prep Training,
Foster Parent Training, ASAP,
Adoption Awareness, and
External Training
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Includes Resource Center
and FUSE (Families United
Supported Engaged) groups

Dear Harmony Family Center,
My partner and I recently dropped our daughter Abby off for her junior
year of college. The drive home seemed surreal as beautiful memories and
memories of struggle saturate my heart and mind. It is no wonder Abby
has chosen to pursue a career path in counseling families and children.
My journey with Harmony Family Center began in 1999 when my partner
and I decided to adopt. In March 2002 our dream of becoming parents
came true. Our journey with Harmony continued as we became volunteers
at Harmony’s Camp Montvale. I joined the board in 2014 and accepted the
Board President role in 2021. The dedication and passion of the sciencebased work Harmony Family Center provides has put them at the
forefront both locally and nationally as a leader in providing therapeutic
services to children and families who have experienced trauma. It is an
honor to serve and give to the work of Harmony Family Center.
Thank you, Harmony Family Center, for being there for my daughter and
our family through it all. Your love, kindness, expertise, and support has
always been and remains our pillar today as we navigate parenting and
Abby begins to navigate adulthood. The skills and guidance you have
shared and still share with us is always given with empathy and
understanding.Your advocacy for children and families is invaluable.
Thank you for all the families and children you have touched. It is a gift
given through knowledge and with compassion, so children may live their
best lives.
- LEIGH ANN GARRETT, BOARD PRESIDENT AND
ADOPTIVE MOTHER
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For every dollar donated, 92 cents
goes straight to those we serve.
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Throughout the pandemic, Harmony's
team found unique ways to serve our
community and stay connected,
including all-staff zoom calls with
fun themes each week.

Congratulations on another year
of service to the children and
families of Tennessee. Your
agency’s flexibility and
commitment to meeting the
multiplicity of needs that today’s
families face is appreciated, and
our agency values the partnership
reflected in that commitment.
- SANDRA WILSON,
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER,
TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT
OF CHILDREN'S SERVICES
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Harmony's work finding and preserving permanency for children
in the custody of the Tennessee Department of Children Services
(DCS) has spanned over two decades.
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An intensive education course designed to orient
prospective foster and kinship parents to the needs of
children who are cared for in the child welfare system.
Total Kinship Completions

Total In-Service Completions
(new foster parents trained)

Total Foster Completions
(continuing education)
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I am thankful for the training
Harmony has provided us.
The personal connections
made with people locally
are so valuable to the success
of foster parents. You hear from
them what works, what doesn't,
how to tackle a sticky situation,
and most importantly... you find
people who share in your trials
and triumphs. They "feel" you
and understand your walk.
- FOSTER PARENT
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Evaluating prospective foster and kinship applicants for
approval by the Tennessee Department Children's Services
as caregivers for children and youth in state custody.

94.5%
11

97.7%

Helping
children and
youth in full
guardianship of
the Tennessee
foster care
system achieve
permanency
through a
forever home.
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Managing the entirety of the Permanency
Specialist role for the Mid Cumberland DCS region.

Supporting and facilitating adoptions on behalf of
DCS throughout Tennessee.
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Telling the stories of children in FOCUS
needing permanency in their own words.

Harmony's Assessment Resource Team (HART) provides an array of
services designed to assist the Tennessee Department of Children’s
Services to secure healthy, life-long attachment relationships,
characterized by the highest degree of legal and emotional
permanency, for children in DCS custody throughout Tennessee.
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Promoting and supporting a family’s success on every level and at
every stage of the adoption and guardianship journey through our
seamless, statewide system of intensive in-home services, diverse
educational offerings, and supportive enrichment activities.
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Ms. R. from ASAP is the best thing
that happened to our family. She is
a star and we're glad to have
worked with her. You should be
proud to be represented by such a
wonderful person and therapist.
She is an asset to your program and
we will be forever grateful for her
help and kindness to our family.
- PARENT OF
ASAP CLIENT
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Offering educational webinars, readings, and best practices for
trauma-informed care for families nationwide. The Resource
Center operates as a branch of the ASAP | GSAP Program.

Serving all guardianship, foster, and adoptive families across the
state of Tennessee, FUSE (Families United Supported Engaged)
parent groups are hosted monthly in all twelve DCS regions.
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I really love these [adoptive
webinars]. I always feel like I learn
something fresh and new to try. I
also feel empowered as a parent to
better help not only my adopted
daughter, but myself so that I can
better help her in return. Thank you!
- ADOPTIVE PARENT ATTENDING
HARMONY WEBINAR
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To broaden Harmony's impact, we
have created innovative programs
to serve populations outside of the
child welfare system.
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Providing a range of innovative therapeutic modalities to serve
adults, families, and children through individual, family, and group
therapy. Our services are offered at our Knoxville and Montvale
locations and remotely through telehealth.

The opportunity to serve the Spanishspeaking population in Knoxville through my
role at Harmony has been eye-opening and
encouraging. The immigration stories and
often associated grief and trauma that each
Spanish-speaking client shares have inspired
me to continue learning and growing to
better help them. It is humbling and truly a
privilege to be able to offer services to this
client population at Harmony!
- HARMONY THERAPIST
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Harmony is a valuable resource for our
community and Montgomery Ridge has benefited
from their expertise, knowledge, and care for our
students and staff. We continue to find new and
exciting ways to connect with Harmony through
professional development for our staff and
therapeutic services for our students. They are a
true partner in helping us prepare our students
to be the best version of themselves.
- PRINCIPAL OF MONTGOMERY RIDGE
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL, MARYVILLE CITY SCHOOLS

We have partnered with Harmony Family Center to
offer all participants of The Restoration House every
opportunity to address past trauma and promote
healing in all areas of their lives. This partnership
has provided our families with new tools that will
help them be successful, not only during their time
at TRH, but also far into the future!
- DIRECTOR OF PROGRAMS,
THE RESTORATION HOUSE
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Improving relational health and somatosensory regulation with
assistance from our trained therapy dogs. The PAWS program
(Pet Assisted Wellness and Support) is also available on an as-needed
basis for crisis-intervention and community support.

It felt easier to talk because Hazel was
sweet and physically warm. It was nice to
have a little animal when I was talking
about something dark. The mood was
lighter because if you needed it, you could
take a break from dark thoughts. It was
kind of like using fidgets, but better
because it felt like there was a connection.
-
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8 YEAR OLD ANIMAL-ASSISTED
THERAPY CLIENT

Nestled in the foothills of the
Chilhowee Mountains, Montvale is a
space of healing and growth for its
visitors. The facilities include cabins,
lodge and dining hall, therapeutic
office spaces, swimming pool, hiking
trails, equine facilities, rock climbing
and ropes course, campfire pits,
covered pavilions and gathering
areas, an outdoor chapel, and more.
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Engaging clients through Equine-Assisted Psychotherapy (EAP),
Therapeutic Riding (TR), and seasonal Horse Camps at Montvale.

- PARENT OF THERAPEUTIC
RIDING CLIENT
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Harmony offers a variety of therapeutic
camps at Montvale throughout the year,
serving adoptive parents, children, and
individuals who have experienced trauma.
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Providing services for families pursuing private,
domestic, and intercountry adoptions.

Blessings to you for
offering [Adoption
Services]. No one
offers anything
to families who
adopt internationally,
so we truly appreciate
Harmony. You all
are the best.
- ADOPTIVE
PARENT
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We hit our 8 year adoption
anniversary on 8/16. In these 8
years we have been through
numerous services. We have grown
and seen more progress since
beginning with Harmony than in all
other years combined. We are
beyond grateful for your services.
- ADOPTIVE PARENT
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Engaging educators, community leaders, caregivers, and
professionals through science-based, trauma-responsive trainings.

Cokesbury Church and our Fig Tree program
are incredibly thankful for the partnership and
support we have received from Harmony Family
Center. It is such an amazing gift to have
Harmony right around the corner as a local
trauma expert as we seek to serve our most
vulnerable neighbors. Harmony has equipped
our staff and volunteers and provided
invaluable facilitator services, serving as a
lifeline for some of our community members.
- COKESBURY CHURCH STAFF MEMBER
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The two presentations I attended today were two
of the best I have ever attended. Loved their
personalities and the valuable information. EVERY
classroom teacher should come away with a
better knowledge of understanding children
brought up in trauma and crisis environments.
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- GRAINGER COUNTY SCHOOL LIBRARIAN
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Your contribution helps
expand the depth and
breadth of Harmony's impact.
To donate, please call
865-982-5225, scan the QR
code to the right, or visit
our website.

For updates on Harmony's
programs, services, and upcoming
events, follow us on social media!

Subscribe to our mailing list:
www.harmonyfamilycenter.org
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